We study the M1 transitions of ground state heavy baryons within a framework of the modified bag model. Calculations of transition moments and corresponding M1 decay widths are performed. For the spin 1 2 baryons containing three differently flavoured quarks the hyperfine mixing effects are taken into account. Results are compared with estimates obtained using various other approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
A study of electromagnetic properties of baryons plays an important role in the elementary particle physics. Electromagnetic observables serve as a source of information on the structure of hadrons. In our recent paper [1] we have used the modified bag model to calculate magnetic moments of J = 1 2 and J = 3 2 charmed and bottom baryons. For the baryons made of three differently flavoured quarks the colour-hyperfine mixing was taken into account. In the present paper we continue our exploration of heavy baryon electromagnetic structure through the calculation of their M1 transition moments. We seek to give some estimates for the radiative decay rates of heavy baryons as well. We expect it to be a useful step towards the comprehensive description of heavy baryon properties. Radiative decays of doubly heavy baryons have been studied (including hyperfine mixing effects) in nonrelativistic potential model [2] and in relativistic three-quark model [3] . We are going to compare our corresponding predictions with the results obtained in these papers.
The format of our paper is as follows. In Sec. II we give a brief overview of the model and present basic expressions necessary for our investigation. The results of our calculations for transition moments and decay widths are presented in Sec. III and Sec. IV, respectively. The last section is a short summary.
II. BAG MODEL AND TRANSITION MAGNETIC MOMENTS
The model we use to calculate the transition magnetic moments is exactly the same as has been used in our previous work [1] . For completeness we remind here the main features of this model (for details we refer to [4] ), emphasizing its differences from the original MIT bag one [5] .
The energy of the bag associated with a particular hadron is given by
where R denotes the bag radius, and the four terms on the right-hand side of this expression are: the bag volume energy, the Casimir energy, the sum of singleparticle eigenenergies, and the quark-quark interaction energy due to one-gluon-exchange. The bag radius R H of each hadron is obtained by minimizing (1) with respect to R. We use the effective strong coupling constant and effective (running) quark mass. They are defined as α c (R) = 2π 9 ln(A + R 0 /R) ,
The bag energy corrected for the center-of-mass motion (c.m.m.) is identified with the mass of hadron. It is related to the uncorrected one by
where
is the effective momentum square, and p i = √ ε i − m i represent momenta of individual quarks.
The c.m.m. corrected magnetic moments are given by the relation
The model parameters are: the bag constant B, the Casimir energy parameter Z 0 , the parameter governing arXiv:1302.5918v1 [hep-ph] 24 Feb 2013 the c.m.m. prescription γ, two parameters from the definition of the running coupling constant (A and R 0 ), and six parameters necessary to define the mass functions (Eq. 3) for the strange, charmed, and bottom quarks ( m f , δ f ). Light (u and d) quarks are assumed to be massless. All parameters are the same as in our previous work [1] The magnetic moment of a quark confined in the bag of radius R B is given by
where q i is the electric charge of the quark, andμ i denotes reduced (charge-independent) magnetic moment (see [5] ). The wave functions of ground state baryons can be constructed by coupling the spins of the two first quarks to an intermediate spin S and then adding the third one to obtain the total spin J':
The valence quark contribution to the baryon magnetic moments is [6] 
where µ i denote the magnetic moments of first, second, and third quarks, respectively. For the transition magnetic moments we have
The signs of transition moments depend on the adopted phase convention. Ours coincide with the one from Ref. [6] .
Using Eqs. (10a)-(10c) and (11a)-(11c) the spin transition moments can be expressed in terms of others:
The baryons containing three quarks of different flavours need a special treatment. In this case the intermediate spin S is no longer a good quantum number. The colour-hyperfine interaction mixes the states with different intermediate spins, so that physical states are linear combinations of initial ones:
The physical (mixed) magnetic and transition moments are
The mixing of states is the reason that Eqs. (12) and (13), as they stand, are practically useless, because the states |B and |B in general are not the physical states. These relations are valid only in the cases when the state mixing is absent or, at least, very small. Throughout, we work in the limit of exact isospin symmetry and thus neglect the small Σ Q − Λ Q mixing. Other states unaffected by the hyperfine mixing are the remaining members of Σ Q isomultiplet and the states corresponding to baryons 
In this case Λ Q is of B type, and Σ Q is of B type.
Isospin symmetry also leads to some additional rela-tions:
Above we considered relations involving only the states with the same quark content. The naive quark model offers a somewhat richer collection of various relations including the states with different quark content, as, e. g.,
etc. However, in the bag model the magnetic moments of light (u, d), strange, and (to some extent) charmed quarks are sensitive to the environment in which they reside. Therefore the accuracy of such relations is very low. Equations (21) and (22) represent some kind of exception -the accuracy of the former (in our variant of the bag model) is ≈ 6% and of the latter ≈ 3%. For all other relations of this type the accuracy is worse than 10%. The relations presented above are a nice manifestation of underlying symmetry, however, in the absence of experimental data, at the time being we cannot check their validity in practice. 
III. CALCULATION OF spin

TRANSITION MOMENTS
In this section we calculate the spin Calculations are performed in the framework of modified bag model described in the previous section. Only the valence quark contribution is taken into account. The magnetic moments of quarks in the bag model depend on the bag radius of the hadron under consideration. Therefore in the case of transition moments a prescription which radius to use is necessary. One may try to pick the smaller of the two with an intention to take into account the overlap of bags. However, for heavy baryons both radii are similar. We present the values of transition moments obtained using the radii of lighter baryons (B). The opposite choice may cause a shift of calculated values by less than 0.5%. Of course, such difference is irrelevant. Also we need the prescription how to use the c.m.m. correction (Eq. 6) because the ratio E/M for the baryons under transition may differ. We have checked that for charmed and bottom baryons the difference between E B * /M B * and E B /M B is sufficiently small, and we can choose any of the two. Our prescription was to use the ratio E B /M B corresponding to the lighter baryon again. The results of our calculations are listed in Tables I and II. We also compare our predictions with some other theoretical estimates. These are:
• Nonrelativistic quark model with screening and effective quark mass [7] (SCR).
• Chiral constituent quark model [8] (χCQM).
• Light cone QCD sum rules [9] (LCSR). The definition of transition moment G M used in that paper differs from ours. The relation between our results and theirs is
where M P is the mass of the proton. The factor M P /M B is used to convert natural magneton into nuclear magneton.
• Simple nonrelativistic quark model (NRQM). Since we have found few papers to compare our predictions with, we also give estimates obtained in nonrelativistic quark model (with the state mixing accounted for the baryons containing three differently flavoured quarks). We treat these results as a kind of reference point. Input values for quark magnetic moments (in nuclear magnetons µ N ) and state mixing angles (in radians) were taken from Ref. [6] :
We see from Table I that predictions given by the simple nonrelativistic model (NRQM) and the one with screening and effective quark mass (SCR) are in almost all cases similar. SCR results are, as a rule, slightly smaller (not more than 20%) than those obtained using NRQM. In these latter cases our results agree (at least qualitatively) with NRQM results, because these transitions are sensitive to the effect of state mixing. The reason why our results are in general smaller than others is also obvious. In many cases the contribution of the light quarks to the transition magnetic moments of heavy baryons is substantial. In the bag model, magnetic moments of the light quarks residing in heavy hadrons become smaller than in the light ones [1] , and, as a consequence, one obtains relatively smaller transition moments.
In the bottom sector the transition moments obtained in the framework of the bag model are smaller than NRQM predictions again, but now they are in good agreement with LCSR results, while NRQM values are not. This is an indication that bag model predictions could be treated as serious improvement over NRQM results.
Magnetic moments of heavy quarks are not so sensitive to the environment they live in, and we expect the transition moments of baryons built up exclusively of heavy quarks to be similar in all models. Such are triply heavy baryons Ω + bcc and Ω 0 bbc . Indeed we see from Table II that the bag model predictions for these baryons differ from NRQM results approximately by only 5%.
Some aspects of our treatment still need some clarification. Maybe the most interesting question is the role of the colour-hyperfine mixing. The impact of the hyperfine state mixing on some electromagnetic properties of heavy baryons has been pointed out in [6] . Increasing interest in the heavy baryon spectroscopy made this problem more acute. The extensive study of the effect of colourhyperfine mixing on the masses of heavy baryons [10, 11] , semileptonic decays [12, 13] , magnetic moments of heavy baryons [1] , and electromagnetic decay rates [2, 3] Table III .
From the table we see that physical states B and B are predominantly light diquark states corresponding to intermediate spin S = 0 and S = 1, with a small admixture of other (S = 1 and S = 0) state. As expected [6] , the largest state mixing is seen in the heavy-light diquark case. The heavy diquark basis is somewhere between light diquark and heavy-light diquark. In the light diquark basis the mixing is very small. Nevertheless, as suggested in [6] , and we have seen in [1] , even such a small mixing can affect the magnetic moments as well as B − B transition moments appreciably. So we can anticipate the similar effect also in the case of spin Tables IV and V we compare the predictions for these transition moments between physical states with unmixed moments calculated using wave functions corresponding to various quark ordering schemes. For the singly heavy baryons the results obtained using heavy-light diquark and heavy diquark schemes are of little interest (in this case all authors prefer to use the light diquark basis) and are omitted from the Table IV. It is evident that the dependence of unmixed transition moments on the quark ordering is very strong (see Table V ). For example, in the heavy diquark basis the doubly heavy baryon state Ξ bc usually is assumed to be the one with S = 0. The unmixed transition moments in this basis then are: µ(Ξ * 0 From Tables I and II we see that some moments are much smaller than others. Can we find the reason? This is the last point we want to discuss in this section. By the way, it is a fine example how various symmetry based considerations work.
Firstly, let us take a look at the Ξ * 0 c
transitions forbidden by the U -spin symmetry. The U -spin is similar to isospin in that it is a symmetry in the exchange of d and s quarks, rather than u and d ones. This symmetry connects quarks (d and s) with the same charge and therefore is useful for the analysis of electromagnetic structure of hadrons. Since d and s quarks are the members of U -spin doublet in the case of exact U -spin symmetry one would have the relation for the reduced magnetic momentsμ d =μ s and analogous relation for magnetic moments (µ d = µ s ). In turn, the isospin symmetry leads to a similar relation for the reduced magnetic moments of u and d quarks (μ u =μ d ) but a different relation for quark magnetic moments (i. e., µ u = −2µ d ). The explicit expression for the transition moment µ(Ξ * 0 c ↔ Ξ 0 c ) in terms of reduced quark magnetic moments is
and exactly the same holds for the transition Ξ * − 
In real world the U -spin symmetry is broken (μ d >μ s ), and these transition moments are to some extent suppressed but not strictly equal to zero. Moreover, they are enhanced by the hyperfine mixing effect (especially µ(Ξ * 0 c ↔ Ξ 0 c )). Nevertheless, they still remain smaller than many others.
In the charm sector (see Table I ) there are two really very small transition moments µ(Σ * + c ↔ Σ + c ) and µ(Ξ * + c ↔ Ξ + c ). The expression for the former assuming isospin symmetry (i. e.,μ u =μ d ) can be put in the form
The small value of this transition moment means that an approximate relationμ u ≈ 4μ c holds. In a framework of the bag model it looks somewhat accidental. On the other hand, in the naive quark model the mass of the charmed quark is roughly four times larger than the effective mass of light quarks. In the nonrelativistic case µ q ∼ 1/m q , and therefore one can expect the value of (μ u − 4μ c ) to be rather small. It is also extra suppressed by the factor √ 2/9. Note that the usual magnetic moment of the doubly heavy baryon Ξ ++ cc given by the expression µ(Ξ ++ cc ) = 2 9 (4μ c −μ u ) (see Ref. [1] ) is also much smaller than others.
The expression for µ(Ξ
In the limit of U -spin symmetry (the isospin symmetry is assumed also)μ u =μ d =μ s , and Eq. (25) 
It is evident that transition moments µ(Ξ * 0 bc ↔ Ξ ) to be small enough as their partners in the charm sector were. Both these transition moments undergo positive shifts due to the hyperfine mixing effect (see Table V) , and µ(Ξ * 0 bc ↔ Ξ 0 bc ) even changes its sign. But they still remain smaller than other transition moments.
We have just seen how the light diquark basis facilitates the analysis of the electromagnetic properties of heavy baryons. Note that in the heavy diquark (as well as heavy-light diquark) basis the suppression of abovementioned transition moments is entirely a hyperfine mixing effect. 
IV. RADIATIVE DECAY WIDTHS
We wish to end our investigation with the predictions for radiative decay widths of ground state heavy baryons. We ignore E2 amplitudes which are expected to be much smaller than M1 transition moments (in the approximation we are using they are absent). The M1 partial width of the decay B * → γ B has the form (see [14] )
Here µ(B * ↔ B) is the transition magnetic moment (in nuclear magnetons), α = 1 137 , M P is the proton mass. J and M B * are the spin and the mass of decaying baryon, M is the mass of the baryon in its final state, and
is the photon momentum in the c.m. system of decaying baryon.
In our calculations we have used transition moments from the preceding section for the spin Table VI , values of photon momentum presented in this 
Decay
Our Bag [17] RQM [3, 18] do not differ significantly from the corresponding mass differences). Furthermore, the remaining baryon mass differences of B * −B and B −B type are, as a rule, underestimated. An opposite tendency is seen in results obtained using the nonrelativistic potential model [10] (see Table VI again). To our knowledge this is the only paper that includes a full list of theoretical predictions for the masses of ground state heavy baryons we need. In order to minimize the uncertainties in the calculation of photon momenta we will use the experimental masses of baryons if available. The corresponding momenta are presented in Table VI (column Expt.) For all remaining transitions we use a somewhat arbitrary prescription which serves rather well in many cases where experimental masses are known. In the cases when experimental data are absent, our proposal is to use an average of our bag model and before-mentioned potential model result, ω = (ω Our + ω PM )/2. To justify this choice, we compare in Table VI the bag model predictions for ω with potential model [10] predictions, average momenta ω, and experimental momenta (Expt.) calculated using experimental values of the baryon masses. The mass of Ξ * b is taken from [15] , all others from Particle Data Tables [16] .
We see that the averaged momentum in most cases is a significant improvement over the bag model predictions (Ω * c → Ω c decay being an exception) and also over the potential model results (with the exception for the Σ * c → Σ c and Σ * b → Σ b decays). Therefore we expect that for other baryons (when data are absent) the averaged momentum also ought to be a reasonable choice. 
24.7 135 ± 65 41.4 ± 20.6 -
0.006 --- * * Results obtained using current data for the masses of heavy baryons. 
To calculate the kinematical factor M B /M B * we again use experimental masses when available. If experimental data are absent, we resort to the bag model results. As a consequence, our results for the radiative decay widths are not pure bag model predictions. But we think these improved results should be more accurate and therefore more useful. They are presented in Tables VII-IX. We also compare our predictions with results obtained using several other approaches. These are:
• Earlier MIT bag model predictions [17] (Bag).
• Nonrelativistic potential model [2] (PM).
• Relativistic three-quark model [3, 18] (RQM).
• Light cone QCD sum rules [9] (LCSR).
• LCSR estimates in the leading order of heavy quark effective theory [19] (HQET) calculated using current data for the masses of heavy baryons.
For charmed baryons (Table VII) the results obtained in all approaches form a varying pattern. In general most of them are more or less compatible. Nevertheless, there are exceptions. One can single out the LCSR prediction for Σ column denoted as LCSR-2 of Table VIII. As expected, the corrected LCSR predictions are in satisfactory agreement with our results.
For doubly heavy B bc and B bb baryons (see Table IX ) our predictions are compatible (at least qualitatively) with the estimates of radiative decay rates obtained using nonrelativistic potential model (PM) [2] and relativistic three-quark model (RQM) [3] . For example, all three models predict small decay widths for the transitions Ξ * 0 bc → Ξ Table IX we also give estimates for the decay rates of triply heavy baryons Ω * + bcc → Ω + bcc and Ω * 0 bbc → Ω 0 bbc . They are relatively small, because small are the corresponding photon momenta ω.
V. SUMMARY
Using the modified bag model employed before in the study of magnetic moments of heavy baryons [1] we have analysed the radiative decays of baryons containing one, two, and three heavy quarks. All heavy baryons are treated on the same footing. We have calculated the M1 transition moments for all ground state heavy baryons. These transition moments were used to obtain predictions for partial decay rates. To our knowledge for some transitions (Ξ bbc → Ω 0 bbc ) it is the first theoretical estimate. In the case of baryons containing three quarks of different flavours the state mixing due to colour-hyperfine interaction was taken into account. Because so far there are no experimental data to compare our predictions with, we have compared our results for magnetic transition moments and decay rates with those obtained in various other theoretical approaches. In many cases a good agreement was found. The existing differences were pointed out and in some cases the possible source of discrepancy was discussed.
